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QUESTION 1

What can you use Questionnaires for before a Talent Review meeting? 

A. to view and track development goals of workers outside of your direct reporting line 

B. to assign Development Goals to workers in your direct reporting line 

C. to calculate the worker potential rating during the content preparation stage 

D. to assign qualitative or quantitative measurements to assess the level of success of achieving a goal 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true regarding adding goals to and removing goals from a talent pool? 

A. When you add a goal to a pool, all members of the pool are assigned the goal. 

B. If you remove a development goal from a talent pool, that goal will be automatically removed from the workers\\'
goals list, which inherited the goal from the talent pool. 

C. You can only add goals that exist in the goal library. 

D. When you add a goal to pool members who already have that goal as one of their existing goals, the goal will be
duplicated in their goal list. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two options are available in the Page Layout field on the Create Questionnaire Template Contents page when
creating a questionnaire template? 

A. 3 column 

B. 5 column 

C. 2 column 

D. 1 column 

E. 4 column 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 4
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Your organization may require an annual performance evaluation that includes any or all of the sections. Which four
section types are valid for performance document template sections? 

A. Manager only Questionnaire 

B. Profile Content to rate worker competencies 

C. Manager Final Feedback 

D. Worker Final Feedback 

E. Goals to rate worker goals 

Correct Answer: BCDE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is true regarding the order of the creation of questionnaires? 

A. You can create a questionnaire with or without creating a template first. 

B. When you create a questionnaire from a template, you cannot edit the configuration settings in the questionnaire that
were inherited from the template. 

C. You can create a questionnaire without creating a template first and edit the configuration settings in the
questionnaire. 

D. You can create a questionnaire without creating a template first and edit the configuration settings in the
questionnaire. 

E. You must first create the template. You can then edit the configuration settings in the questionnaire that were
inherited from the template. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 6

An HR specialist recently created a performance goal plan for his or her organization. Two new hires have joined the
organization after the existing goal plan was created and assigned. Employee 1 is required to have all the goals in the
existing goal plan. Employee 2 needs goals A1 and A2 in addition to the goals in the existing goal plan. Goals A1 and
A2 need to be added to the goal library. Which statement addresses these requirements? 

A. The HR specialist can assign Employee 1 to the existing goal plan, create a new goal plan with goals (A1 and A2)
from the goal library, and then assign the new goal plan to Employee 2. 

B. The HR specialist can create a new goal plan with goals from the existing goal plan, add goals A1 and A2 from the
goal library, and assign them to both the new hires. 

C. The HR specialist can add the eligibility criteria to new goals (A1 and A2) within the goal plan and assign both the
new hires to the existing goal plan. 

D. The HR specialist can add goals A1 and A2 to the goal library, add those goals to the existing goal plan, and then
add both the new hires to the goal plan. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Which statement is true about selecting Job and Position information for the talent pool? 

A. Job and Department fields are populated and disabled when Position is selected first. 

B. Job Family and Job Profile are enabled when Position is selected first. 

C. The Grade field is disabled. 

D. Additional fields are restricted when Department is selected first. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which goal task can managers NOT perform for employees that report to them? 

A. Align goals 

B. Mass assign goals 

C. Assign goals 

D. Delete goals 

E. Print goals 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 9

You need to mass-assign goals that exist in the goal library. The requirements are as follows: 

Performance goals A1, A2, and A3 should be assigned to Manager 1\\'s direct reports. Development goals 

B1, B2, and B3 should be assigned to Manager 2\\'s direct reports. 

Which option accomplishes these requirements? 

A. Manager 1 and Manager 2 shares goals A1, A2, and A3 and B1, B2, and B3 with direct reports, respectively. 

B. The organization owner should add goals A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, and B3 so they can be accessible as organization
goals. 

C. The HR Specialist selects goals from the goal library, and then assigns them to the appropriate population. 

D. Manager 1 adds goals A1, A2, and A3 and manager 2 adds goals B1, B2, and B3 to their direct reports\\'
performance documents. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What should a manager do if he has assigned an organization goal to his direct reports, but intends to change the target
completion date of Goals for the direct reports? 

A. Sign in as the manager, go to Navigator/About me/ Goals/ My Worker Goals. Select the goal assigned by him and
click Edit. Change the target completion date and click Submit. 

B. Manage cannot change the Target completion date of the assigned organizational Goal. 

C. Sign in as the manager, go to Navigator/ About me/ Goals/ My Organization Goals. Select the goal created by him
and click Edit. Change the target completion date and click Submit. 

D. Sign in as the manager, go to Navigator/ About me/ Goals/ My Organization Goals. Delete the assigned goal and
select a new goal created by him with the new target completion date and assign the newly created goal. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

The HR manager is planning for the next goal plan period. She finds that the current goal plan template being used by
the organization does not reflect the latest organization-wide changes with respect to goal 

management. 

How should the HR manager incorporate the changes? 

A. Update the goal-setting options in the current goal plan template. 

B. Add a new goal plan period row to the current template and update the goal-setting options. 

C. Update the goal management profile options. 

D. Create a new template and edit the goal settings in the new template. 

E. Delete the currently used template and create a new one. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

You are an HR specialist for the Manufacturing Department of your company. This department contains a 

total of six employees and your CEO has instructed you to perform the following steps: 

Determine how well the employees\\' profiles match a job or position profile. Run an analysis, which 

compares competencies, licenses, and certifications. 
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The process described above is ________. 

A. determining plan bench strength 

B. Best-Fit Analysis 

C. determining readiness level 

D. Talent Pool 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Identify three setup tasks required before goals can be managed. 

A. Manage goal library. 

B. Manage worker goal setting lookups. 

C. Manage goal management notification. 

D. Mass-assign goals. 

E. Manage value sets (if flexfields are deployed for goals). 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 14

Which two statements are true regarding a performance template section? 

A. The Goals section can be weighted but not rated. 

B. The Overall Summary section can be rated but not weighted. 

C. The Manager Final Feedback section can be rated and weighted. 

D. The Worker Final Feedback section can be rated and weighted. 

E. The Profile Content section can be both rated and weighted. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 15

If all tasks and subtasks are included in the Performance flow, except the Set Goals task, can the competencies and
goals be added for a worker in his or her performance document? 

A. Yes. Goals and competencies can be added in the worker self-evaluation task only. 
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B. Yes. Goals and competencies can be added in the manager evaluation of worker tasks only. 

C. Yes. Only competencies can be added in the manager evaluation of worker tasks. 

D. No. Without the Set Goals task, goals and competencies cannot be added in the performance document. 

E. Yes. Goals and competencies can be added in either the worker self-evaluation or the manager evaluation of worker
tasks. 

F. Yes. Only goals can be added in the worker self-evaluation task. 

Correct Answer: D 
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